
 First set of plate halves

 Second (matching) set of
plate halves

 A sheet with 5 half plates
on

 Glue stick and sticky tape

 A larger and a smaller
paper plate, ‘broken’ into 3
parts – cut the plates up
ready for the session

10–15 minutes

BROKEN PLATES

Introduction: Tell your child this short story:

Whilst their owner was out shopping, some mischievous little kittens have broken some plates in the house! The 
plates have to be ‘glued’ back together before the owner gets back home or she will be very upset and the kittens 
will be really sad. Can you help the little kittens? Here are the pieces of broken plates – look!

Matching plate halves: Spread the first set of blue plate halves over the table. Bring out one of the missing halves 
(from the second set) and say: Oh look, here’s another piece. I wonder which piece of broken plate on the table 
this matches?

Model for your child how to choose the other half by finding the one that visually looks right (not by trial and 
error), commenting on how it looks like the same size and so on as you do it, to make a whole plate.

Give your child another half plate and ask them to find the match to make a whole plate. To try and prevent 
them from doing it by trial and error, ask them to look at the half plates on the table and choose only the one 
they think will fit the half they are holding. Continue until all the halves have been matched. 

Gluing the plates back together: Now give your child the sheet with five half plates on it and the matching 
halves (from the second set that you just used whist practising matching). Ask them to look at the plates, match 
the halves to make whole plates, and ‘glue them together’ by gluing down each matching half into place on the 
sheet. Say: Now the kittens aren’t so worried! But they are still some more plates to be mended! (see below)

Your child can match broken plate pieces visually.

To develop the ability to judge size visually
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Take the paper plates that you have cut into 3 pieces each and ask your child to match the pieces just by looking 
at them. When they have successfully matched both plates, pretend that the mischievous kittens have come 
back and broken them again – mix the pieces up again so that your child has to match them once more. Then
quickly say: This time let’s stick them together quickly and put them out of reach of the naughty little kittens! 
Let’s stick them with sticky tape. Stick the paper plates back together with tape with your child. Tell your child
how lucky the kittens are to have had their help!
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First set - cut out each plate half separately with no white showing.
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Second set - cut out each plate half separately with no white showing.
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